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September, 2013 

«FIRST»  «LAST»
«ADD1»
«ADD2»
«CITY», «ST»«ZIP»

Vehicle Identification Number:   «VIN»

Dear Ferrari Customer:

This THIRD notice is sent to you in accordance with the requirements of the National 
Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act.

Ferrari SpA, the manufacturer of Ferrari automobiles, has determined that a defect 
which relates to motor vehicle safety exists in certain Model Year 1995 - 1999 Ferrari 
355 and 355 F1 Vehicles. 

The defect involves the fuel line divider block located inside of the engine 

compartment. It has been determined that it is possible that independent automobile

repair facilities may improperly install certain screw clamps that are located in close 

proximity to the fuel lines and that fasten the water sleeve to the thermostat connection.  
The improper installation of these screw clamps may damage the fuel supply pipes, 
which in turn could leak fluid into the engine compartment, causing smoke and, in 

some circumstances, a fire, rendering the vehicle inoperable and possibly resulting in a 

crash.  For these reasons, Ferrari has decided to launch a Recall Campaign to install a
new fuel divider block, which will serve to provide a greater distance between these
screw clamps and the fuel lines.

The vehicles affected are as follows:

Model Year 1995 - 1999 Ferrari 355 and 355 F1 vehicles in the VIN range: 
ZFFPR42A9S0101818 to ZFFXR48A1X0117039.

The remedy for this problem consists of installing a new fuel divider block in order to 

avoid possible damage to the fuel supply pipes located in the engine compartment.   

Because your vehicle is among those affected bythe above condition, we ask you to 

contact any Authorized Ferrari Dealer immediately in order to arrange for an inspection 

of your automobile and to have the corrective action performed.

Ferrari North America, Inc.  

250 Sylvan Avenue 

Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632 

Telephone 201.816.2600 

Fax201.816.2626

IMPORTANT!

SAFETY RECALL NOTICE

IMPORTANT SAFETY RECALL INFORMATION

Safety Recall Notice

September, 2013 

«FIRST»  «LAST»
«ADD1»
«ADD2»
«CITY», «ST»«ZIP»

Vehicle Identification Number:   «VIN»

Dear Ferrari Customer:

This THIRD notice is sent to you in accordance with the requirements of the National 
Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act.

Ferrari SpA, the manufacturer of Ferrari automobiles, has determined that a defect 
which relates to motor vehicle safety exists in certain Model Year 1995 - 1999 Ferrari 
355 and 355 F1 Vehicles. 

The defect involves the fuel line divider block located inside of the engine 

compartment. It has been determined that it is possible that independent automobile

repair facilities may improperly install certain screw clamps that are located in close 

proximity to the fuel lines and that fasten the water sleeve to the thermostat connection.  
The improper installation of these screw clamps may damage the fuel supply pipes, 
which in turn could leak fluid into the engine compartment, causing smoke and, in 

some circumstances, a fire, rendering the vehiclinoperable and possibly resulting in a 

crash.  For these reasons, Ferrari has decided to call Campaign to install a
new fuel divider block, which will serve to provetween these
screw clamps and the fuel lines.

The vehicles affected are as follows:

Model Year 1995 - 1999 Ferrari 355 and 355 F1 vehicles in the VIN range: 
ZFFPR42A9S0101818 to ZFFXR48A1X0117039.

The remedy for this problem consists of installing a new fuel divider block in order to 

avoid possible damage to the fuel supply pipes located in the engine compartment.   

Because your vehicle is among those affected bythe above condition, we ask you to 

contact any Authorized Ferrari Dealer immediately in order to arrange for an inspection 

of your automobile and to have the corrective action performed.

 Ferrari North America, Inc.    

 

IMPORTANT SAFETY RECALL 

 

 

September, 2013 

 

 

«FIRST»  «LAST» 

«ADD1» 

«ADD2» 

«CITY», «ST»  «ZIP» 

 

Vehicle Identification Number:   «VIN» 

 

Dear Ferrari Customer: 

 

This THIRD notice is sent to you in accordance with the requirements of the National 

Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act. 

 

Ferrari SpA, the manufacturer of Ferrari automobiles, has determined that a defect 

which relates to motor vehicle safety exists in certain Model Year 1995 - 1999 Ferrari 

355 and 355 F1 Vehicles.  

 

The defect involves the fuel line divider block located inside of the engine 

compartment. It has been determined that it is possible that independent automobile 

repair facilities may improperly install certain screw clamps that are located in close 

proximity to the fuel lines and that fasten the water sleeve to the thermostat connection.  

The improper installation of these screw clamps may damage the fuel supply pipes, 

which in turn could leak fluid into the engine compartment, causing smoke and, in 

some circumstances, a fire, rendering the vehicle inoperable and possibly resulting in a 

crash.  For these reasons, Ferrari has decided to launch a Recall Campaign to install a 

new fuel divider block, which will serve to provide a greater distance between these 

screw clamps and the fuel lines. 

The vehicles affected are as follows: 

Model Year 1995 - 1999 Ferrari 355 and 355 F1 vehicles in the VIN range: 

ZFFPR42A9S0101818 to ZFFXR48A1X0117039. 

 

The remedy for this problem consists of installing a new fuel divider block in order to 

avoid possible damage to the fuel supply pipes located in the engine compartment.    

 

Because your vehicle is among those affected by the above condition, we ask you to 

contact any Authorized Ferrari Dealer immediately in order to arrange for an inspection 

of your automobile and to have the corrective action performed. 

 

Ferrari North America, Inc. 

 

Ferrari North America, Inc.  

250 Sylvan Avenue 

Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632 

Telephone 201.816.2600 

Fax 201.816.2626 

THIRD NOTICE 

Recall  54

Owner Information Card

VIN: ZFFXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Please complete this following information and return 

this prepaid card to Ferrari North America, Inc.

I currently own this vehicle  
Please enter your full contact information

I currently own this vehicle but have moved
Please enter your new contact information

I no longer own this vehicle
Please enter the new owner's information if known

The vehicle was destroyed

The vehicle was stolen

Name: 

Address: 

City: 

State:  Zip:

Email:

Home Telephone:

Mobile Telephone:

Takata Passenger Airbag Module
RC60 - NHTSA 16V-341

    



September, 2013

«FIRST» «LAST»
«ADD1»
«ADD2»
«CITY», «ST» «ZIP»

Vehicle Identification Number:   «VIN»

Dear Ferrari Customer:

This THIRD notice is sent to you in accordance with the requirements of the National 
Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act.

Ferrari SpA, the manufacturer of as determined that a defect 
which relates to motor vehicle safety exists in certain Model Year 1995 - 1999 Ferrari 
355 and 355 F1 Vehicles. 

The defect involves the fuel line divider block located inside of the engine 
compartment. It has been determined that it is possible that independent automobile
repair facilities may improperly install certain screw clamps that are located in close 
proximity to the fuel lines and that fasten the water sleeve to the thermostat connection.  
The improper installation of these screw clamps may damage the fuel supply pipes, 
which in turn could leak fluid into the engine compartment, causing smoke and, in 
some circumstances, a fire, rendering the vehicle inoperable and possibly resulting in a 
crash.  For these reasons, Ferrari has decided to launch a Recall Campaign to install a
new fuel divider block, which will serve to provide a greater distance between these
screw clamps and the fuel lines.

The vehicles affected are as follows:

Model Year 1995 - 1999 Ferrari 355 and 355 F1 vehicles in the VIN range: 
ZFFPR42A9S0101818 to ZFFXR48A1X0117039.

The remedy for this problem consists of installing a new fuel divider block in order to 
avoid possible damage to the fuel supply pipes located in the engine compartment.   

Because your vehicle is among those affected by the above condition, we ask you to 
contact any Authorized Ferrari Dealer immediately in order to arrange for an inspection 
of your automobile and to have the corrective action performed.

Owner Information Car

I currently own this vehicle but have moved
Please enter your new contact information

I no longer own this vehicle

The vehicle was destroyed

The vehicle was stolen
Home Telephone:

A)

September, 2013

«FIRST» «LAST»
«ADD1»
«ADD2»
«CITY», «ST» «ZIP»

Vehicle Identification Number:   «VIN»

Dear Ferrari Customer:

This THIRD notice is sent to you in accordance with the requirements of the National 
Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act.

Ferrari SpA, the manufacturer of as determined that a defect 
which relates to motor vehicle safety exists in certain Model Year 1995 - 1999 Ferrari 
355 and 355 F1 Vehicles. 

The defect involves the fuel line divider block located inside of the engine 
compartment. It has been determined that it is possible that independent automobile
repair facilities may improperly install certain screw clamps that are located in close 
proximity to the fuel lines and that fasten the water sleeve to the thermostat connection.  
The improper installation of these screw clamps may damage the fuel supply pipes, 
which in turn could leak fluid into the engine compartment, causing smoke and, in 
some circumstances, a fire, rendering the vehicle inoperable and possibly resulting in a 
crash.  For these reasons, Ferrari has decided to launch a Recall Campaign to install a
new fuel divider block, which will serve to provide a greater distance between these
screw clamps and the fuel lines.

The vehicles affected are as follows:

Model Year 1995 - 1999 Ferrari 355 and 355 F1 vehicles in the VIN range: 
ZFFPR42A9S0101818 to ZFFXR48A1X0117039.

The remedy for this problem consists of installing a new fuel divider block in order to 
avoid possible damage to the fuel supply pipes located in the engine compartment.   

Because your vehicle is among those affected by the above condition, we ask you to 
contact any Authorized Ferrari Dealer immediately in order to arrange for an inspection 
of your automobile and to have the corrective action performed.

September, 2013 

«FIRST»  «LAST»
«ADD1»
«ADD2»
«CITY», «ST» «ZIP»

Vehicle Identification Number:   «VIN»

Dear Ferrari Customer:

This THIRD notice is sent to you in accordance with the requirements of the National 
Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act.

Ferrari SpA, the manufacturer of as determined that a defect 
which relates to motor vehicle safety exists in certain Model Year 1995 - 1999 Ferrari 
355 and 355 F1 Vehicles. 

The defect involves the fuel line divider block located inside of the engine 
compartment. It has been determined that it is possible that independent automobile
repair facilities may improperly install certain screw clamps that are located in close 
proximity to the fuel lines and that fasten the water sleeve to the thermostat connection.  
The improper installation of these screw clamps may damage the fuel supply pipes, 
which in turn could leak fluid into the engine compartment, causing smoke and, in 
some circumstances, a fire, rendering the vehicle inoperable and possibly resulting in a 
crash.  For these reasons, Ferrari has decided to launch a Recall Campaign to install a
new fuel divider block, which will serve to provide a greater distance between these
screw clamps and the fuel lines.

The vehicles affected are as follows:

Model Year 1995 - 1999 Ferrari 355 and 355 F1 vehicles in the VIN range: 
ZFFPR42A9S0101818 to ZFFXR48A1X0117039.

The remedy for this problem consists of installing a new fuel divider block in order to 
avoid possible damage to the fuel supply pipes located in the engine compartment.   

Because your vehicle is among those affected by the above condition, we ask you to 
contact any Authorized Ferrari Dealer immediately in order to arrange for an inspection 
of your automobile and to have the corrective action performed.

September, 2013 

«FIRST»  «LAST»
«ADD1»
«ADD2»
«CITY», «ST» «ZIP»

Vehicle Identification Number:   «VIN»

Dear Ferrari Customer:

This THIRD notice is sent to you in accordance with the requirements of the National 
Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act.

Ferrari SpA, the manufacturer of as determined that a defect 
which relates to motor vehicle safety exists in certain Model Year 1995 - 1999 Ferrari 
355 and 355 F1 Vehicles. 

The defect involves the fuel line divider block located inside of the engine 
compartment. It has been determined that it is possible that independent automobile
repair facilities may improperly install certain screw clamps that are located in close 
proximity to the fuel lines and that fasten the water sleeve to the thermostat connection.  
The improper installation of these screw clamps may damage the fuel supply pipes, 
which in turn could leak fluid into the engine compartment, causing smoke and, in 
some circumstances, a fire, rendering the vehicle inoperable and possibly resulting in a 
crash.  For these reasons, Ferrari has decided to launch a Recall Campaign to install a
new fuel divider block, which will serve to provide a greater distance between these
screw clamps and the fuel lines.

The vehicles affected are as follows:

Model Year 1995 - 1999 Ferrari 355 and 355 F1 vehicles in the VIN range: 
ZFFPR42A9S0101818 to ZFFXR48A1X0117039.

The remedy for this problem consists of installing a new fuel divider block in order to 
avoid possible damage to the fuel supply pipes located in the engine compartment.   

Because your vehicle is among those affected by the above condition, we ask you to 
contact any Authorized Ferrari Dealer immediately in order to arrange for an inspection 
of your automobile and to have the corrective action performed.

Ferrari North America, Inc. Takata Passenger Airbag Module (AZ )

URGENT SAFETY RECALL

This notice applies to your vehicle (VIN: ZF XX). RC 60 / NHTSA 16V-341

Dear [M Do ],

This notice is sent to you in accordance with the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act.

Ferrari has decided that a defect which relates to motor vehicle safety exists in certain Model Year 2009 California
vehicles equipped with a passenger-side front airbag manufactured and supplied by Takata Corporation. We want to
assure you that your safety is our priority, and we are committed to correcting this condition in your vehicle.

Takata has reported that the passenger side front airbag could potentially explode in vehicles involved in an incident in
which the frontal airbags deploy. This risk is due to propellant degradation which may occur after long-term exposure to
high temperatures, high absolute humidity and high temperature cycling causing the inflator to explode in deployment.
Sharp metal fragments may pass through the airbag striking vehicle occupants, leading to serious injury or death.

Our records show that your vehicle has not yet received the free repair.

IMPORTANT – CONTACT YOUR DEALER TODAY

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and the impacted vehicle manufacturers, including
Ferrari, are prioritizing Takata airbag repairs to ensure that vehicles with airbags that pose a higher risk to safety are
fixed first while simultaneously working to ensure that parts are available to repair every affected vehicle as quickly as
possible. Based on NHTSA’s criteria, your vehicle has been selected for this recall.

Final replacement airbags are now available in your area. Please make an appointment with your
nearest dealer to have the FREE repair performed on your vehicle.

Ferrari will repair your vehicle free of charge. The repair involves replacing the Passenger Frontal Airbag Module.
Please contact your Ferrari dealer at that time and make an appointment to have this repair performed. The time needed
for this repair is estimated to be between 2 and 5 hours depending on the model; however, your dealer may need to keep
your vehicle for a longer period of time. Please be prepared to leave your vehicle with your dealer for at least a full day.

Please also note that only the passenger frontal airbag is affected by this recall. The driver’s frontal airbag
is unaffected.

If you have any questions or concerns that your dealer is unable to resolve, please contact Ferrari North America, Inc. at
+1(201) 816-2668.  If your Dealer or Ferrari is unable to remedy the defect without charge or within a reasonable amount of
time, you may submit a complaint to the Administrator, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 1200 New Jersey
Ave., S.E., Washington, DC 20590, call the toll-free Vehicle Safety Hotline at 1-888-327-4236 (TTY: 1-800-424-9153), or
go to http://www.safercar.gov.

Thank you for your attention to this important matter.

Technical Department
Ferrari North America, Inc.

PLEASE NOTE: Federal law requires that any vehicle lessor receiving this recall notice must forward a copy of this
notice to the lessee by First Class Mail within ten business days.

- 1

(VIN: ZF

Dear Sa llu zo,

Owner Information Card

Please complete this card legibly and return to Ferrari North 
America, Inc. to help keep your information current. 

Note: This is NOT for making an appointment.

I currently own this vehicle  
Please enter your full contact information

I currently own this vehicle 
but have moved
Please enter your new contact information

I no longer own this vehicle
Please enter the new owner's information if known

The vehicle was destroyed

The vehicle was stolen

Zip:

Name: 

Address: 

City: 

State:

Email:

Home Telephone:

Mobile Telephone:

 Module
Owner's Signature: Date:

September, 2013 

«FIRST»  «LAST»
«ADD1»
«ADD2»
«CITY», «ST» «ZIP»

Vehicle Identification Number:   «VIN»

September, 2013 

«FIRST»  «LAST»
«ADD1»
«ADD2»
«CITY», «ST» «ZIP»

Vehicle Identification Number:   «VIN»

notice to the lessee by First Class Mail within ten business days.

- 1

Ferrari North America, Inc.

IMPORTANT SAFETY RECALL 

September, 2013 

«FIRST»  «LAST»
«ADD1»
«ADD2»
«CITY», «ST» «ZIP»

Vehicle Identification Number:   «VIN»

Dear Ferrari Customer:

This THIRD notice is sent to you in accordance with the requirements of the National 
Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act.

Ferrari SpA, the manufacturer of Ferrari automobiles, has determined that a defect 
which relates to motor vehicle safety exists in certain Model Year 1995 - 1999 Ferrari 
355 and 355 F1 Vehicles. 

The defect involves the fuel line divider block located inside of the engine 
compartment. It has been determined that it is possible that independent automobile
repair facilities may improperly install certain screw clamps that are located in close 
proximity to the fuel lines and that fasten the water sleeve to the thermostat connection.  
The improper installation of these screw clamps may damage the fuel supply pipes, 
which in turn could leak fluid into the engine compartment, causing smoke and, in 
some circumstances, a fire, rendering the vehicle inoperable and possibly resulting in a 
crash.  For these reasons, Ferrari has decided to launch a Recall Campaign to install a

Ferrari North America, Inc.

IMPORTANT SAFETY RECALL 

September, 2013 

«FIRST»  «LAST»
«ADD1»
«ADD2»
«CITY», «ST» «ZIP»

Vehicle Identification Number:   «VIN»

Dear Ferrari Customer:

This THIRD notice is sent to you in accordance with the requirements of the National 
Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act.

Ferrari SpA, the manufacturer of Ferrari automobiles, has determined that a defect 
which relates to motor vehicle safety exists in certain Model Year 1995 - 1999 Ferrari 
355 and 355 F1 Vehicles. 

The defect involves the fuel line divider block located inside of the engine 
compartment. It has been determined that it is possible that independent automobile
repair facilities may improperly install certain screw clamps that are located in close 
proximity to the fuel lines and that fasten the water sleeve to the thermostat connection.  
The improper installation of these screw clamps may damage the fuel supply pipes, 
which in turn could leak fluid into the engine compartment, causing smoke and, in 
some circumstances, a fire, rendering the vehicle inoperable and possibly resulting in a 
crash.  For these reasons, Ferrari has decided to launch a Recall Campaign to install a
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Takata Passenger Airbag

VIN: 

US - 1

RC 60FL NHTSA 20V-007

 

Ferrari North America, Inc.            Takata Passenger Airbag Module 
 

IMPORTANT SAFETY RECALL 

This notice applies to your vehicle (VIN: XXX).         RC 60FL / NHTSA 20V-007 

 
 

Dear n oe], 

 

 

This notice is sent to you in accordance with the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act. 

Ferrari has decided that a defect which relates to motor vehicle safety exists in certain Model Year 2009-2011 458 Italia and 

California vehicles equipped with a passenger-side front airbag manufactured and supplied by Takata Corporation. We want 

to assure you that your safety is our priority, and we are committed to correcting this condition in your vehicle. 
  

The passenger side front airbag could explode if your vehicle is involved in a crash in which the frontal airbags deploy. 

This risk is due to propellant degradation which may occur after long-term exposure to high temperatures, high absolute 

humidity and high temperature cycling causing the inflator to explode in deployment. Sharp metal fragments may pass 

through the airbag striking vehicle passengers, leading to serious injury or death. 
 

We understand that this vehicle previously received an interim repair.  Ferrari is now recalling this interim part 

to replace it with the final repair that uses a different propellant to inflate the airbag. 

 

Our records show that you are the owner of a vehicle affected by this recall. 

 

 

IMPORTANT – CONTACT YOUR DEALER TODAY FOR YOUR FREE REPAIR 
 

 

FINAL replacement airbags are now available in your area. Please make an appointment with your 

nearest dealer to have the FREE repair performed on your vehicle. 
 

 

Ferrari will repair your vehicle FREE of charge.  The repair involves replacing the Passenger Frontal Airbag Module. Please 

contact your Ferrari dealer at this time and make an appointment to have this repair performed.  The time needed for this 

repair is estimated to be between 2 and 5 hours depending on the model; however, your dealer may need to keep your vehicle 

for a longer period of time.  Please be prepared to leave your vehicle with your dealer for at least a full day. 

 
Please also note that only the passenger frontal airbag is affected by this recall. The driver’s frontal airbag is 

unaffected. 

  

If you have any questions or concerns that your dealer is unable to resolve, please contact Ferrari North America, Inc. at 

+1(201) 816-2668. If your Dealer or Ferrari is unable to remedy the defect without charge or within a reasonable amount 

of time, you may submit a complaint to the Administrator, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 1200 New 

Jersey Ave., S.E., Washington, DC 20590, call the toll-free Vehicle Safety Hotline at 1-888-327-4236 (TTY: 1-800-424-

9153), or go to  http://www.safercar.gov 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter. 

 
 

 

Technical Department Ferrari North America, Inc. 

 
PLEASE NOTE: Federal law requires that any vehicle lessor receiving this recall notice must forward a copy of this notice to the 

lessee by First Class Mail within ten business days. 

 Ferrari North America, Inc.    

 

IMPORTANT SAFETY RECALL 

 

 

September, 2013 

 

 

«FIRST»  «LAST» 

«ADD1» 

«ADD2» 

«CITY», «ST»  «ZIP» 

 

Vehicle Identification Number:   «VIN» 

 

Dear Ferrari Customer: 

 

This THIRD notice is sent to you in accordance with the requirements of the National 

Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act. 

 

Ferrari SpA, the manufacturer of Ferrari automobiles, has determined that a defect 

which relates to motor vehicle safety exists in certain Model Year 1995 - 1999 Ferrari 

355 and 355 F1 Vehicles.  

 

The defect involves the fuel line divider block located inside of the engine 

compartment. It has been determined that it is possible that independent automobile 

repair facilities may improperly install certain screw clamps that are located in close 

proximity to the fuel lines and that fasten the water sleeve to the thermostat connection.  

The improper installation of these screw clamps may damage the fuel supply pipes, 

which in turn could leak fluid into the engine compartment, causing smoke and, in 

some circumstances, a fire, rendering the vehicle inoperable and possibly resulting in a 

crash.  For these reasons, Ferrari has decided to launch a Recall Campaign to install a 

new fuel divider block, which will serve to provide a greater distance between these 

screw clamps and the fuel lines. 

The vehicles affected are as follows: 

Model Year 1995 - 1999 Ferrari 355 and 355 F1 vehicles in the VIN range: 

ZFFPR42A9S0101818 to ZFFXR48A1X

 

The remedy for this problem consists of installing a new fuel divider block in order to 

avoid p a age to the fuel supply pipes located in the engine compartment.    

 

Because your vehicle is among those affected by the above condition, we ask you to 

contact any Authorized Ferrari Dealer immediately in order to arrange for an inspection 

of your automobile and to have the corrective action performed. 

 

Ferrari North America, Inc. 

 

Ferrari North America, Inc. 

250 Sylvan Avenue 

Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632 

Telephone 201.816.2600 

Fax 201.816.2626 

THIRD NOTICE 

Recall  54

Owner Information Card

VIN: ZFFXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Please complete this following information and return 

this prepaid card to Ferrari North America, Inc.

I currently own this vehicle  
Please enter your full contact information

I currently own this vehicle but have moved
Please enter your new contact information

I no longer own this vehicle
Please enter the new owner's information if known

The vehicle was destroyed

The vehicle was stolen

Name: 

Address: 

City: 

State:  Zip:

Email:

Home Telephone:

Mobile Telephone:

Takata Passenger Airbag Module
RC60 - NHTSA 16V-341

Owner's Signature:    Date:

 Ferrari North America, Inc.    

 

IMPORTANT SAFETY RECALL 

 

 

September, 2013 

 

 

«FIRST»  «LAST» 

«ADD1» 

«ADD2» 

«CITY», «ST»  «ZIP» 

 

Vehicle Identification Number:   «VIN» 

 

Dear Ferrari Customer: 

 

This THIRD notice is sent to you in accordance with the requirements of the National 

Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act. 

 

Ferrari SpA, the manufacturer of Ferrari automobiles, has determined that a defect 

which relates to motor vehicle safety exists in certain Model Year 1995 - 1999 Ferrari 

355 and 355 F1 Vehicles.  

 

The defect involves the fuel line divider block located inside of the engine 

compartment. It has been determined that it is possible that independent automobile 

repair facilities may improperly install certain screw clamps that are located in close 

proximity to the fuel lines and that fasten the water sleeve to the thermostat connection.  

The improper installation of these screw clamps may damage the fuel supply pipes, 

which in turn could leak fluid into the engine compartment, causing smoke and, in 

some circumstances, a fire, rendering the vehicle inoperable and possibly resulting in a 

crash.  For these reasons, Ferrari has decided to launch a Recall Campaign to install a 

new fuel divider block, which will serve to provide a greater distance between these 

screw clamps and the fuel lines. 

The vehicles affected are as follows: 

Model Year 1995 - 1999 Ferrari 355 and 355 F1 vehicles in the VIN range: 

ZFFPR42A9S0101818 to ZFFXR48A1X

 

The remedy for this problem consists of installing a new fuel divider block in order to 

avoid p a age to the fuel supply pipes located in the engine compartment.    

 

Because your vehicle is among those affected by the above condition, we ask you to 

contact any Authorized Ferrari Dealer immediately in order to arrange for an inspection 

of your automobile and to have the corrective action performed. 

 

Ferrari North America, Inc. 

 

Ferrari North America, Inc. 

250 Sylvan Avenue 

Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632 

Telephone 201.816.2600 

Fax 201.816.2626 

THIRD NOTICE 

Recall  54

Owner Information Card

VIN: ZFFXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Please complete this following information and return 

this prepaid card to Ferrari North America, Inc.

I currently own this vehicle  
Please enter your full contact information

I currently own this vehicle but have moved
Please enter your new contact information

I no longer own this vehicle
Please enter the new owner's information if known

The vehicle was destroyed

The vehicle was stolen

Name: 

Address: 

City: 

State:  Zip:

Email:

Home Telephone:

Mobile Telephone:

Takata Passenger Airbag Module
RC60 - NHTSA 16V-341

Owner's Signature:    Date:

T-Tape
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VIN: 

US PR - 1 RC 60FL

Dear  ,

).




